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Efficiency is Critical at All Scales �2
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Internet of 
Things

High-performance 
Embedded



Power Wall Limits Scaling �3

https://www.karlrupp.net/2018/02/42-years-of-microprocessor-trend-data/



Demise of Dennard Scaling

Way to scale transistor parameters (inc. 
voltage) to keep power density constant 

Unfortunately, couldn’t sustain so overall 
power increased until it hit cooling limits

�4

“Design of Ion-Implanted MOSFET’s with Very Small Physical Dimensions” (JSSC 1974)



Dark Silicon Argument

If transistor energy efficiency is improving 
slower than the number of transistors 
implies for constant power, not all 
additional transistors may be active

�5

“Dark Silicon and the End of Multicore Scaling” (ISCA 2011)
Figure 1: Overview of the models and the methodology

mance of any application for “any” chip topology for CPU-
like and GPU-like multicore performance.
• DevM ⇥ CorM: Pareto frontiers at future technology nodes;

any performance improvements for future cores will come
only at the cost of area or power as defined by these curves.
• CmpM⇥DevM⇥CorM and an exhaustive state-space search:

maximum multicore speedups for future technology nodes
while enforcing area, power, and benchmark constraints.

The results from this study provide detailed best-case multicore
performance speedups for future technologies considering real ap-
plications from the PARSEC benchmark suite [5]. Our results eval-
uating the PARSEC benchmarks and our upper-bound analysis con-
firm the following intuitive arguments:

i) Contrary to conventional wisdom on performance improve-
ments from using multicores, over five technology generations, only
7.9⇥ average speedup is possible using ITRS scaling.

ii) While transistor dimensions continue scaling, power limita-
tions curtail the usable chip fraction. At 22 nm (i.e. in 2012), 21%
of the chip will be dark and at 8 nm, over 50% of the chip will not
be utilized using ITRS scaling.

iii) Neither CPU-like nor GPU-like multicore designs are su�-
cient to achieve the expected performance speedup levels. Radical
microarchitectural innovations are necessary to alter the power/per-
formance Pareto frontier to deliver speed-ups commensurate with
Moore’s Law.

2. OVERVIEW

Figure 1 shows how this paper combines models and empirical
measurements to project multicore performance and chip utiliza-
tion. There are three components used in our approach:
Device scaling model (DevM): We build a device-scaling model
that provides the area, power, and frequency scaling factors at tech-
nology nodes from 45 nm to 8 nm. We consider ITRS Roadmap
projections [18] and conservative scaling parameters from Borkar’s
recent study [7].
Core scaling model (CorM): The core-level model provides the
maximum performance that a single-core can sustain for any given

area. Further, it provides the minimum power (or energy) that must
be consumed to sustain this level of performance. To quantify, we
measure the core performance in terms of SPECmark. We consider
empirical data from a large set of processors and use curve fitting
to obtain the Pareto-optimal frontiers for single-core area/perfor-
mance and power/performance tradeo↵s.
Multicore scaling model (CmpM): We model two mainstream
classes of multicore organizations, multi-core CPUs and many-thread
GPUs, which represent two extreme points in the threads-per-core
spectrum. The CPU multicore organization represents Intel Nehalem-
like, heavy-weight multicore designs with fast caches and high single-
thread performance. The GPU multicore organization represents
NVIDIA Tesla-like lightweight cores with heavy multithreading
support and poor single-thread performance. For each multicore
organization, we consider four topologies: symmetric, asymmet-
ric, dynamic, and composed (also called “fused” in the literature).
Symmetric Multicore: The symmetric, or homogeneous, multicore
topology consists of multiple copies of the same core operating at
the same voltage and frequency setting. In a symmetric multicore,
the resources, including the power and the area budget, are shared
equally across all cores.
Asymmetric Multicore: The asymmetric multicore topology con-
sists of one large monolithic core and many identical small cores.
The design leverages the high-performing large core for the serial
portion of code and leverages the numerous small cores as well as
the large core to exploit the parallel portion of code.
Dynamic Multicore: The dynamic multicore topology is a varia-
tion of the asymmetric multicore topology. During parallel code
portions, the large core is shut down and, conversely, during the
serial portion, the small cores are turned o↵ and the code runs only
on the large core [8, 26].
Composed Multicore: The composed multicore topology consists
of a collection of small cores that can logically fuse together to
compose a high-performance large core for the execution of the
serial portion of code [17, 19]. In either serial or parallel cases, the
large core or the small cores are used exclusively.

Table 1 outlines the design space we explore and explains the
roles of the cores during serial and parallel portions of applica-
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Adding transistors without 
sufficiently improving energy 

efficiency means a smaller 
fraction of chip can be active



Moore’s Law
Observation that # of transistors in an 
economical IC doubles every year

�6

duction—low compared to that of discrete components—it
offers reduced systems cost, and in many systems improved
performance has been realized.
Integrated electronics will make electronic techniques

more generally available throughout all of society, perform-
ing many functions that presently are done inadequately by
other techniques or not done at all. The principal advantages
will be lower costs and greatly simplified design—payoffs
from a ready supply of low-cost functional packages.
For most applications, semiconductor integrated circuits

will predominate. Semiconductor devices are the only rea-
sonable candidates presently in existence for the active
elements of integrated circuits. Passive semiconductor el-
ements look attractive too, because of their potential for
low cost and high reliability, but they can be used only if
precision is not a prime requisite.
Silicon is likely to remain the basic material, although

others will be of use in specific applications. For example,
gallium arsenide will be important in integrated microwave
functions. But silicon will predominate at lower frequencies
because of the technology which has already evolved
around it and its oxide, and because it is an abundant and
relatively inexpensive starting material.

IV. COSTS AND CURVES
Reduced cost is one of the big attractions of integrated

electronics, and the cost advantage continues to increase
as the technology evolves toward the production of larger
and larger circuit functions on a single semiconductor
substrate. For simple circuits, the cost per component is
nearly inversely proportional to the number of components,
the result of the equivalent piece of semiconductor in
the equivalent package containing more components. But
as components are added, decreased yields more than
compensate for the increased complexity, tending to raise
the cost per component. Thus there is a minimum cost
at any given time in the evolution of the technology. At
present, it is reached when 50 components are used per
circuit. But the minimum is rising rapidly while the entire
cost curve is falling (see graph). If we look ahead five
years, a plot of costs suggests that the minimum cost per
component might be expected in circuits with about 1000
components per circuit (providing such circuit functions
can be produced in moderate quantities). In 1970, the
manufacturing cost per component can be expected to be
only a tenth of the present cost.
The complexity for minimum component costs has in-

creased at a rate of roughly a factor of two per year
(see graph). Certainly over the short term this rate can be
expected to continue, if not to increase. Over the longer
term, the rate of increase is a bit more uncertain, although
there is no reason to believe it will not remain nearly
constant for at least ten years. That means by 1975, the
number of components per integrated circuit for minimum
cost will be 65 000.
I believe that such a large circuit can be built on a single

wafer.

Fig. 1.

V. TWO-MIL SQUARES

With the dimensional tolerances already being employed
in integrated circuits, isolated high-performance transistors
can be built on centers two-thousandths of an inch apart.
Such a two-mil square can also contain several kilohms
of resistance or a few diodes. This allows at least 500
components per linear inch or a quarter million per square
inch. Thus, 65 000 components need occupy only about
one-fourth a square inch.
On the silicon wafer currently used, usually an inch or

more in diameter, there is ample room for such a structure if
the components can be closely packed with no space wasted
for interconnection patterns. This is realistic, since efforts to
achieve a level of complexity above the presently available
integrated circuits are already under way using multilayer
metallization patterns separated by dielectric films. Such a
density of components can be achieved by present optical
techniques and does not require the more exotic techniques,
such as electron beam operations, which are being studied
to make even smaller structures.

VI. INCREASING THE YIELD

There is no fundamental obstacle to achieving device
yields of 100%. At present, packaging costs so far exceed
the cost of the semiconductor structure itself that there is no
incentive to improve yields, but they can be raised as high
as is economically justified. No barrier exists comparable
to the thermodynamic equilibrium considerations that often
limit yields in chemical reactions; it is not even necessary
to do any fundamental research or to replace present
processes. Only the engineering effort is needed.
In the early days of integrated circuitry, when yields were

extremely low, there was such incentive. Today ordinary
integrated circuits are made with yields comparable with
those obtained for individual semiconductor devices. The
same pattern will make larger arrays economical, if other
considerations make such arrays desirable.
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Fig. 2.
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VII. HEAT PROBLEM
Will it be possible to remove the heat generated by tens

of thousands of components in a single silicon chip?
If we could shrink the volume of a standard high-

speed digital computer to that required for the components
themselves, we would expect it to glow brightly with
present power dissipation. But it won’t happen with in-
tegrated circuits. Since integrated electronic structures are
two dimensional, they have a surface available for cooling
close to each center of heat generation. In addition, power is
needed primarily to drive the various lines and capacitances
associated with the system. As long as a function is confined
to a small area on a wafer, the amount of capacitance
which must be driven is distinctly limited. In fact, shrinking
dimensions on an integrated structure makes it possible to
operate the structure at higher speed for the same power
per unit area.

VIII. DAY OF RECKONING
Clearly, we will be able to build such component-

crammed equipment. Next, we ask under what circum-
stances we should do it. The total cost of making a
particular system function must be minimized. To do so,
we could amortize the engineering over several identical
items, or evolve flexible techniques for the engineering of
large functions so that no disproportionate expense need
be borne by a particular array. Perhaps newly devised
design automation procedures could translate from logic

diagram to technological realization without any special
engineering.
It may prove to be more economical to build large

systems out of smaller functions, which are separately pack-
aged and interconnected. The availability of large functions,
combined with functional design and construction, should
allow the manufacturer of large systems to design and
construct a considerable variety of equipment both rapidly
and economically.

IX. LINEAR CIRCUITRY
Integration will not change linear systems as radically as

digital systems. Still, a considerable degree of integration
will be achieved with linear circuits. The lack of large-
value capacitors and inductors is the greatest fundamental
limitation to integrated electronics in the linear area.
By their very nature, such elements require the storage

of energy in a volume. For high it is necessary that the
volume be large. The incompatibility of large volume and
integrated electronics is obvious from the terms themselves.
Certain resonance phenomena, such as those in piezoelec-
tric crystals, can be expected to have some applications for
tuning functions, but inductors and capacitors will be with
us for some time.
The integrated RF amplifier of the future might well con-

sist of integrated stages of gain, giving high performance
at minimum cost, interspersed with relatively large tuning
elements.
Other linear functions will be changed considerably. The

matching and tracking of similar components in integrated
structures will allow the design of differential amplifiers of
greatly improved performance. The use of thermal feedback
effects to stabilize integrated structures to a small fraction
of a degree will allow the construction of oscillators with
crystal stability.
Even in the microwave area, structures included in the

definition of integrated electronics will become increasingly
important. The ability to make and assemble components
small compared with the wavelengths involved will allow
the use of lumped parameter design, at least at the lower
frequencies. It is difficult to predict at the present time
just how extensive the invasion of the microwave area by
integrated electronics will be. The successful realization of
such items as phased-array antennas, for example, using a
multiplicity of integrated microwave power sources, could
completely revolutionize radar.
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“Cramming More Components onto Integrated Circuits ” (Electronics 1965)



Moore’s Law is Slowing for Intel

Even by own timeline 
Intel is behind schedule 

Competitors (TSMC & 
Samsung) are pushing 
ahead, but maybe only a 
few more steps left 

Time gap between new 
processes may grow

�7

https://www.anandtech.com/show/
12693/intel-delays-mass-
production-of-10-nm-cpus-to-2019
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May no longer be able to count on 
exponentially more transistors 

each year



Specialization is Necessary

Dark Silicon + End of Moore’s Law =  
Fewer additional active transistors

Implies to do more, must get more benefit 
from each transistor

Specialization - perform better at some 
tasks by sacrificing some flexibility

�8



Example Specialization Exploits

Hardwire control flow 

Increase parallelism 

Deeper pipelines 

Reduce arithmetic precision 

Custom-tailor memory hierarchy 

Hardwire data flow 

Systolic data exchanges
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Opportunity for an Accelerator

For an accelerator opportunity to be 
worthwhile, it should satisfy the following:

1. Restricted target workload - hard to 
improve on everything at once

2. Current platforms are inefficient at target 
workload - need room to improve

3. Potential benefit to target workload 
makes accelerator cost worthwhile

�10



Amdahl’s Law

Potential speedup from parallelization is 
bounded by the fraction of the workload 
being parallelized (or specialized)

�11

1
(1-f) + f/P

speedup = 

f is workload fraction 

P is parallel speedup



Amdahl’s Law

Potential speedup from parallelization is 
bounded by the fraction of the workload 
being parallelized (or specialized)
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1
(1-f) + f/P

speedup = 

f is workload fraction 

P is parallel speedup

Amdahl’s Law implies need to 
target a significant portion of the 
workload to get overall speedup



Accelerator Design Considerations

Identify what workload features to exploit 

• This enables efficiency gains 

• Look for parallelism and locality 

• Implicitly, also picking what features to 
not support (or at least not efficiently) 

How will it be programmed? 

How will it interface with the rest of the 
system and workload?
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Accelerator Programming Options

Expose low-level complicated/brittle interface 
• BAD in practice, but maybe ok for new research
Hide behind library calls (e.g. HEVC decoder) 
• Great, but offers less programmability
Develop a new general abstraction 
• Example: SIMT/CUDA for GPUs 
• Passes some complexity to programmer
Domain-specific language w/ optimizing compiler 
• Example: Halide 
• Near-ideal, but largest software support cost
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Accelerator Integration Options
ISA extensions (e.g. FPU or SIMD) 

• Accelerator instructions intermixed with 
host CPU instructions and accelerator is 
essentially another functional unit

Coprocessor (e.g. GPU) 

• CPU triggers operations on accelerator, 
but lets it operate asynchronously

Fully independent system (e.g. Anton) 

• Requires no host CPU or access to 
shared memory

�14
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Design Challenges
Flexibility vs specialization tradeoff 

• Specialization needed to gain efficiency 

• Increased flexibility can future-proof 
against algorithmic changes and even 
increase potential market

Making benefit outweigh cost 

• Benefit is improvement and market size 

• Cost includes design (time and $$) as 
well as integration

�15



Design Costs Rise for Leading Process �16

from International Business Strategies (IBS) 
https://semiengineering.com/big-trouble-at-3nm/



Ways to Reduce Design Costs

Leverage new design methodologies 

• Design at a higher level and go agile 

Reuse open-source building blocks 

Use an older process - with specialization, 
may still provide benefit 

Consider using an FPGA 

• Trades design cost for efficiency

�17



Are CGRAs The Solution?

FPGAs provide tremendous configurability (down 
to single-bit signals and logic gates) 

• Naturally, causes many resources to be 
dedicated to routing and configuration, 
reducing efficiency 

Coarse Grain Reconfigurable Array (CGRA) 

• Trades some flexibility for efficiency 

• Provide accelerator building blocks, let 
configuration put them together 

• Old research idea experiencing large revival
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Peek at A12 SoC (2018 iPhone) �19

https://www.anandtech.com/show/13392/the-iphone-xs-xs-max-review-unveiling-the-silicon-secrets/2



Google’s Tensor Processing Unit (TPU)

Leverages on-chip memory and systolic 
data movement to communicate efficiently

�20

 

Hence, the TPU is closer in spirit to an FPU (floating-point unit) coprocessor than it is to a GPU. 
 

 
 
Figure 1. TPU Block Diagram. The main computation part is the Figure 2. Floor Plan of TPU die. The shading follows Figure 1.  
yellow Matrix Multiply unit in the upper right hand corner. Its inputs The light (blue) data buffers are 37% of the die, the light (yellow)  
are the blue Weight FIFO and the blue Unified Buffer (UB) and its compute is 30%,  the medium (green) I/O is 10%, and the dark  
output is the blue Accumulators (Acc). The yellow Activation Unit (red) control is just 2%. Control is much larger (and much more  
performs the nonlinear functions on the Acc, which go to the UB. difficult to design) in a CPU or GPU 
 

The goal was to run whole inference models in the TPU to reduce interactions with the host CPU and to be flexible 
enough to match the NN needs of 2015 and beyond, instead of just what was required for 2013 NNs. Figure 1 shows the block 
diagram of the TPU.  

The TPU instructions are sent from the host over the PCIe Gen3 x16 bus into an instruction buffer. The internal blocks 
are typically connected together by 256-byte -wide paths. Starting in the upper-right corner, the Matrix Multiply Unit  is the 
heart of the TPU. It contains 256x256 MACs that can perform 8-bit multiply-and-adds on signed or unsigned integers. The 
16-bit products are collected in the 4 MiB of 32-bit Accumulators  below the matrix unit. The 4MiB represents 4096, 
256-element, 32-bit accumulators. The matrix unit produces one 256-element partial sum per clock cycle. We picked 4096 by 
first noting that the operations per byte need to reach peak performance (roofline knee in Section 4) is ~1350, so we rounded 
that up to 2048 and then duplicated it so that the compiler could use double buffering while running at peak performance. 

When using a mix of 8-bit weights and 16-bit activations (or vice versa), the Matrix Unit computes at half-speed, and it 
computes at a quarter-speed when both are 16 bits. It reads and writes 256 values per clock cycle and can perform either a 
matrix multiply or a convolution. The matrix unit holds one 64 KiB tile of weights plus one for double-buffering (to hide the 
256 cycles it takes to shift a tile in). This unit is designed for dense matrices. Sparse architectural support was omitted for 
time-to-deploy reasons. Sparsity will have high priority in future designs. 

The weights for the matrix unit are staged through an on-chip Weight FIFO  that reads from an off-chip 8 GiB DRAM 
called Weight Memory  (for inference, weights are read-only; 8 GiB supports many simultaneously active models). The weight 
FIFO is four tiles deep. The intermediate results are held in the 24 MiB on-chip Unified Buffer , which can serve as inputs to 
the Matrix Unit. A programmable DMA controller transfers data to or from CPU Host memory and the Unified Buffer. 

Figure 2 shows the floor plan of the TPU die. The 24 MiB Unified Buffer is almost a third of the die and the Matrix 
Multiply Unit is a quarter, so the datapath is nearly two-thirds of the die. The 24 MiB size was picked in part to match the 
pitch of the Matrix Unit on the die and, given the short development schedule, in part to simplify the compiler (see Section 7). 
Control is just 2%. Figure 3 shows the TPU on its printed circuit card, which inserts into existing servers like an SATA disk. 

As instructions are sent over the relatively slow PCIe bus, TPU instructions follow the CISC tradition, including a repeat 
field. The average clock cycles per instruction (CPI) of these CISC instructions is typically 10 to 20. It has about a dozen 
instructions overall, but these five are the key ones: 

1. Read_Host_Memory reads data from the CPU host memory into the Unified Buffer (UB). 
2. Read_Weights reads weights from Weight Memory into the Weight FIFO as input to the Matrix Unit. 
3. MatrixMultiply/Convolve causes the Matrix Unit to perform a matrix multiply or a convolution from the 

Unified Buffer into the Accumulators. A matrix operation takes a variable-sized B*256 input, multiplies it by a 
256x256 constant weight input, and produces a B*256 output, taking B pipelined cycles to complete. 
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“In-Datacenter Performance Analysis of a Tensor Processing Unit” (ISCA 2017)



Accelerator Summary

Efficiency is crucial, and technology scaling 
trends make it even more important

Accelerators specialize for target workload 

• Trade generality for efficiency

Accelerator design is a vibrant research 
area with large industry impact
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Introductions

Please share: 

• Name 

• Major & Year 

• Research area (or interest) 

• Fun: If you had world-class athletic ability, 
which Olympic sport would you compete 
in?
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Course Learning Outcomes

After completing the course, the student 
will be able to ...

• Characterize a workload

• Understand how accelerators provide 
benefit

• Suggest an accelerator for a target 
workload

+ improve skills as researcher

�23



Course Activities

In-class paper discussion 
• Read (& summarize) 1-2 papers (per class) 
• Lead discussion (once per quarter) 
• Scribe 1 discussion (once per quarter) 
• (Participation & Attendance) 
Course Project 
• Project proposal (1) 
• Project reports (2) 
• Peer Review (1) 
• Project Presentation (1)

�24



Grade Breakdown

50% - Project 

20% - Reading Summaries 

10% - Presenting Paper & Leading Discussion 

5% - Scribing Paper Discussion 

15% - Participation & Attendance
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Projects Steps

Proposal - pitch topic (1 page) 

Part 1 - Characterize workload (4 pages) 

• identify key workload features 

Peer review one part 1 submission 

Part 2 - High-level design (8 pages) 

• analyze design + revised part 1 

Presentation
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Departing Details

Office hours MW 4-5pm E2-229 

Sign up for piazza 

Submit paper preferences on canvas (for 
discussion lead) 

Start reading 2 papers for Friday 

• Summary due 9 AM Friday
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